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Abstract 

As a fourth part of a series of papers concerning morphisms of 
equipped posets. In this paper, the authors discuss some categorical 
properties of the short generalized version of the algorithm of 
differentiation VII for equipped posets introduced by Rodriguez and 
Zavadskij in [4]. 

1. Introduction 

The algorithm of differentiation VII (D-VII) was introduced in 2003 by 
Zavadskij to classify equipped posets of tame and finite growth 
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representation type [5, 6]. Soon afterwards, Rodriguez and Zavadskij defined 
a short version of this algorithm [4]. Such a version allows to describe D-VII 
as a composition of functors whose categorical properties can be investigated 
more easily. Actually, in [2], Cañadas gave the categorical properties of 
D-VII by establishing suitable categorical equivalences induced by the short 
version of such algorithm. To do that, some subsets of equipped posets 
considered in the original version were deleted. The purpose of this paper is 
to describe categorical properties of the short generalized version of the 
algorithm VII without such changes. 

Authors refer to the interested reader to [1, 2] and [3] to precise notation 
and definitions. However, for the sake of clarity, we include here main 
definitions and notation for categories of equipped posets. 

A poset ( )≤,P  is called equipped if all the order relations between its 

points yx ≤  are separated into strong (denoted )yx  and weak (denoted 

)yx  in such a way that 

zyx ≤  or zyx ≤  implies ,zx  (1) 

i.e., a composition of a strong relation with any other relation is strong. 

In general, relations  and  are not order relations. These relations are 
antisymmetric but not reflexive. In particular,  is not reflexive (meanwhile 

 is transitive) [4]. 

We let yx ≤  denote an arbitrary relation in an equipped poset ( )., ≤P  

The order ≤ on an equipped poset P  gives rise to the relations ≺  and  of 
strict inequality: yx ≺  ( ly,respective  )yx  in P  if and only if yx  

( ly,respective  )yx  and .yx ≠  

A point P∈x  is called strong (weak) if xx  (respectively, .)xx  

These points are denoted  ( ly,respective  )⊗  in diagrams. We also denote 

PP ⊆  ( )PP ⊆⊗ly,respective  the subset of strong points ( ly,respective  

weak )points  of .P  If ,∅=⊗P  then the equipment is trivial and the poset 
P  is ordinary. 
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Remark 1. Note that, if yx  in an equipped poset ( )≤,P  and there 

exists P∈t  such that ,ytx ≤≤  then ,, ⊗∈ Pyx  tx  and .yt  

Otherwise, if tx  or ,yt  then by definition, it is obtained the 

contradiction .yx  

If P  is an equipped poset and ,P∈a  then the subsets of P  denoted 

▲
▼ aaaaaaa ,,,,,, ∧

∨  and a  are defined in such a way that 

{ } { },, axxaxaxa ≤|∈=≤|∈= ∧
∨ PP  

{ } { },, axxaxaxa |∈=|∈= PP  

,\,\ aaaaaa ∧
∨ == ▲

▼  

{ } { }., axxaxaxa |∈=|∈= PP  

Subset ( )∧
∨ aa  is called the ordinary upper (lower) cone associated to the 

point P∈a  and subset ( )aa  is called the strong upper (lower) cone 

associated to the point ,P∈a  whereas subsets ▼a  and ▲a  are called 

truncated cones (upper and lower) associated to the point .P∈a  

In general, subsets a  and a  are not cones. Note that, if ,P∈x  then 

.∅== xx  

The diagram of an equipped poset ( )≤,P  may be obtained via its Hasse 

diagram (with  strong ( )  and weak points ( )).⊗  In this case, a new line is 

added to the line connecting two points P∈yx,  with yx  if and only if 

such relation cannot be deduced of any other relations in .P  In Figure 1, we 
show an example of this kind of diagrams. 
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Figure 1 

For an equipped poset ( )≤,P  and ,P⊂A  we define the subsets 

AA ,  and ∨A  in such a way that 

∪ ∪ ∪
Aa Aa Aa

aAaAaA
∈ ∈ ∈

∨∨ === .,,  

Subsets AA ,  and ∧A  are defined in the same way. 

If P  is an equipped poset, then a chain { ,1 nicC i ≤≤|∈= P  

ii cc <−1  if } P⊆≥ 2i  is a weak chain if and only if ii cc ≺1−  for each 

.2≥i  If ,1 ncc ≺  then we say that C is a completely weak chain. Moreover, 

a subset P⊂X  is completely weak if ⊗= XX  and weak relations are the 
only relations between points of X. Often we let { }nccc ≺≺≺ 21  denote 

a weak chain which consists of points ....,,, 21 nccc  An ordinary chain C is 

denoted in the same way (by using the corresponding symbol <). 

For an equipped poset P  and ,, P⊂BA  we write BA <  if ba <  for 

each Aa ∈  and .Bb ∈  Notation BA ≺  and BA  are assumed in the 

same way. 

Let GF ⊂  be an arbitrary quadratic field extension with ( )uFG =  for 

some fixed element .G∈u  Then each element Gx ∈  can be written 
uniquely in the form β+α u  with F∈βα,  in this case (analogously to    

the case ( ) ( ))CR,, =GF  α  is called the real part of x and β is the 

corresponding imaginary part of x. 
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The complexification of a real vector space can be generalized to the 
case ( ),, GF  where ( )uFG =  is a quadratic extension of F. In this case, we 

assume that u is a root of the minimal polynomial ,2 λ+μ+ tt  0≠λ  

( )., F∈μλ  In particular, if 0U  is an F-space, then the corresponding 

complexification is the G-vector space 2
0U  also denoted .~

0U  As in the case 

( ),, CR  we write .~
000

2
0 UUUU =+= u  

To each G-subspace W of ,~
0U  it is possible to associate the following    

F-subspaces of ,0U  

FF WWW ImRe ==+   and  { ( ) } ,0,0
+− ⊂∈α|∈α= WWUgenW t  

and for a G-space Z, we have the following property: 

( )ZFZ =+~  is called the F-hull of Z such that ( ).ZFZ ⊂  

The category of representations of an equipped poset over a pair of fields 
( )GF ,  is defined as a system of the form 

( ),;0 P∈|= xUUU x  (2) 

where 0U  is a finite dimensional F-space and for each ,P∈x xU  is a 

G-subspace of 0
~U  such that 

,yx UUyx ⊂⇒≤  

( ) .yx UUFyx ⊂⇒  

For each ,P∈x  we let xU  denote the radical subspace of xU  such that 

( )∑ ∑+=
xz xz

zzx UUFU
≺

.  

We let Prep  denote the category whose objects are the representations 

of an equipped poset P  over a pair of fields ( )., GF  In this 

case,   a   morphism ( ) ( )PP ∈|→∈|ϕ xVVxUU xx ;;: 00  between two 
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representations U and V is an F-linear map 00: VU →ϕ  such that 

( ) xx VU ⊂ϕ~  for each ,P∈x  

where 00
~~:~ VU →ϕ  is the complexification of ϕ, i.e., the application          

G-linear induced by ϕ and defined in such a way that if ,~
0Uyxz ∈+= u  

then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).~ 2 yxzz ϕ+ϕ=ϕ=ϕ u  The composition between morphisms of 

Prep  is defined in a natural way. 

The short generalized version of the algorithm of differentiation VII 
(denoted )sVII  was defined by Rodriguez and Zavadskij in the following 

way [1, 2, 4]: 

A triple of points ( )cba ,,  of an equipped poset P  is said to be 

sVII -suitable if the points a, c are weak, b is a strong point incomparable 

with a, c and 

{ },YcXaba ≺≺≺++=P  

where { }YcXa ≺≺≺  is a completely weak set containing arbitrary 

subsets X, Y (probably empty). Actually, in [2], it is assumed that ∅=Y  to 
obtain categorical properties of the algorithm of differentiation VII. In this 
paper, such properties are discussed in the case .∅≠Y  

The derived or ( )cba ,, -derived equipped poset with relations ( )cba ,,P′  

of the poset P  is a pair 

( ) ( ( )
( )

( ) ),,,,,,, cba
s

cbacba Σ|=′ PP  

where 

( )
( ) ( ) { }+−+= cccs

cba ,\,, PP  

is an equipped poset such that the pairs ,+− cc ≺  +cX ≺  and Yc ≺−  are 

completely weak, ,+ca  bc <−  and the partial order in ( )
( )s

cba ,,P  is 
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induced by these relations and by the initial order in ,\cP  it is assumed that 

each of the points −+ cc ,  inherits the order relations of the point c with the 

points of the subset .ba +  Further, ( )cba ,,Σ  is a set of two formal 

relations 

( ) { ( ) }−+ ⊂++⊂=Σ cXabYaccba ;~
,,  

which means that the category ( )cba ,,repP′  is a full subcategory of the 

category whose objects W satisfy the relations 

( ) ,, YaccXb WWFWWWW ∩ +⊂⊂ +−  

where 

∑∑
∈

++

∈

==
Xx

xX
Xx

xX UUUU ,,  

( ) ,, ∩∩
Xx

xX
Xx

xX UUUU
∈

−−

∈

==  (3) 

.,0 0UUU == ∅∅  (4) 

Figure 2 shows a diagram for this differentiation: 

 

Figure 2 

The functor of differentiation ( ) ( )cbacbaD ,,,, reprep: PP ′→  is defined 

by the following identities for an object ( )( ):,, UDU cba=′  
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,00 UU =′  

( ),acc
UFUU +=′+  

,bcc
UUU ∩=′−  

xx UU =′  for the remaining points ( ),,, cbax P′∈  

ϕ=ϕ′  for a linear map-morphism .: 00 VU →ϕ  (5) 

If P  is an equipped poset and ,P⊂A  then ( ) ( ) ( xPFAPAP ;min ==  

),P∈| x  GPx =  if ∨∈ Ax  and 0=xP  otherwise. In particular, ( ) =∅P  

( ).0...,,0;F  

If ,, ⊗∈ Pba  then ( )aT  and ( )baT ,  denote indecomposable objects 

with matrix representation of the following form: 

( ) ( )
1
01,,,1

uu

ba
baTa

a
aT =∈= ⊗P  with .ba ≺  

If we consider the notation used in (2) for objects in ,repP  then the 

object ( )aT  may be described in such a way that ( ) ( ),;0 P∈|= xTTaT x  

where 2
0 FT =  and 

{( ) }

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

∈

∈=

=

,otherwise,0

,if,,1

,if,~ 2
0

axG

axGT

T t
x u  

where ( )tu,1  is the column of coordinates with respect to an ordered basis of 

.0T  

On the other hand, representation ( )baT ,  may be described in such a 

way that ( ) ( ),;, 0 P∈|= xTTbaT x  where 2
0 FT =  and 
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{( ) }

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

∈== ∨

.otherwise,0

,if,~
,if,,1

2
0 baxGT

bxaG

T

t

x ∪

≺u

 

If ⊗∈ Pa  and P⊂B  is a subset completely weak such that ,Ba ≺  

then we let ( )BaT ,  denote the representation of P  which satisfies the 

following conditions with :2
0 FT =  

{( ) }

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪⎪
⎨

⎧

+∈=

∈

= ∨

.otherwise,0

,if,~
,\if,,1

2
0 BaxGT

BaxG

T

t

x

u

 

In particular, ( ) ( )., aTaT =∅  

Note that, if ∅=Y  in an equipped poset P  with a triple of points 
( )cba ,,  sVII -suitable, then ( ) ( ),aPaP =′  and ( ) ( ) ( )., aTaTcaT =′=′  

2. Preliminaries Results 

In [4] was proved the following theorem: 

Theorem 2. Let ( )cba ,,  be a sVII  triple of points of an equipped poset 

P  and ( ) ( ( ) ( ) )cba
s

cbacba ,,,,,, , Σ=′ PP  the corresponding derived equipped 

poset with relations. Then the short generalized differentiation functors 

( )cbaD ,,  induce bijections between indecomposables, 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ].,\Ind,,,\Ind ,, YaTYaTcaT cbaPP ′  

The following results were proved in [2]: 

Lemma 3. Let ,1 nXX ⊂⊂  ,1 nYY ⊂⊂  ,~
0UXi ⊂  0

~VYi ⊂  be 

two chains of G-subspaces. Furthermore, let ,0UX ⊂  0VY ⊂  and ϕ  be 

two F-subspaces and an F-linear map, respectively, such that [ ]YX ,∈ϕ  
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and ( ) ii YX ⊂ϕ~  for ,1 ni ≤≤  then [( ) ]∑ +
=

−−
−+∈ϕ 1

1 1 ,,~n
i ii YYXX ∩  

where 00 =X  and .01 VYn =−
+  

Lemma 4. Let U and V be two representations of an equipped poset 

{ },cXaba ≺≺++=P  where ,, ⊗∈ Pca  P∈b  is a strong point 

incomparable with a and c, { }cXa ≺≺  is a completely weak set 

containing an arbitrary set X (eventually empty). Then for an F-linear map 
,: 00 VU →ϕ  we have the following equivalences: 

(a) ( ) [( ) ] ( ) ,~,, acacbVU VUVUUaT ⊂ϕ+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ +−  

(b) ( ) [( ) ],,, −+−
++∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ caXabVU VVUUcaT ∩  

( ) ( ) ,~~,~~~ −
+

−+ ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ caXacac VVUVVU ∩∩  

(c) ( ) [ ],, −+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ abVU VUaP  

where if ,0UX ⊂  0VY ⊂  are the corresponding subspaces of the finite 

dimensional k-vector spaces 0U  and ,0V  then [ ]YX ,  is a subspace of 

( )00,Hom VUk  such that 

[ ]YX ,∈ϕ  if and only if ϕ⊂ KerX  and .Im Y⊂ϕ  

For a category ,A  we let AIiUi ∈|  denote the ideal consisting of all 

morphisms passed through finite direct sums of the objects .iU  That is, if 

,: AIiUVU i ∈|∈→ϕ  then there exist morphisms A∈gf ,  such that 

VUU
gm

ii

f
i →⊕→=ϕ  with 0=im  for almost all i. 

Corollary 5. Let U and V be the representations of an equipped       

poset { },1 nccaba ≺≺≺++=P  where { }ncca ≺≺≺ 1  is a 

completely weak chain incomparable with the strong point b. Then for an    
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F-linear map ,: 00 VU →ϕ  we have the following equivalences if ni ≤≤1  

( ):0 ac UU =  

(a) ( ) [( ) ],,, 1
−+−

−
+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ ii cacbViU VVUUcaT ∩  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,~~,~~~,~~
1

−−+− ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ
− iiiiin caccaccc VVUVVUVU ∩∩  

(b) ( ) [( ) ] ( ) .~,, acacbVU VUVUUaT nn ⊂ϕ+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ +−  

Lemma 4 allows us to conclude the following result. 

Lemma 6. ( ) VU aT ′′∈ϕ  if and only if ( ) ,~
aXa VU ⊂ϕ +  and ∈ϕ  

[( ) ]., +−
++ aXab VUU  

If we fix two objects R∈VU ,  being ,repPR =  then assuming the 

following notation: 

( ),, VUR R=  ( ),, VUR ′′′=′ R  ( ) ( ) VU caTaTI ,,=  is the ideal 

which consists of morphisms passing through objects ( )aT  and ( )caT ,  in 

.R  Further, ( ) VU aTI ′′=′  is the ideal which consists of morphisms 

passing through the object ( )aT  in .R′  

Since ,ϕ′=ϕ  RR ′⊂  and for two arbitrary objects R∈VU ,  the 

following inclusions hold: 

., RRIRII ′⊂⊂′⊂′⊂  

Proposition 7. IIR =′∩  and .RIR ′=′+  

Lemma 8. For each object ( ),rep ,, cbaW P′∈  there exists an object 

Prep∈U  such that ( )aTWU m⊕−′ ~  for some .0≥m  

Proof. Suppose that ( ),rep ,, cbaW P′∈  we present subspace +c
W  in the 

form +++ ⊕=
ccc

KWW  with ,
+++ ⊕⊕=

c
bcbc

KRLK  ∩−−
++ =

cc
KK ~~  
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,bb LW ⊕  bL  a complement, ,0=+ bc
WR ∩  0~

=−
++ cc

WR ∩  and ⊂
+c

bK  

.+cb WW ∩  

We write subspace 
+c

bK  in the form ( ) .∗⊕=
++

ZWWFKK babb
cc

∩∩  

Therefore, if we fix a basis of the complement { },1 tjeGZ jb ≤≤|=∗  then 

it is possible to define a new F-subspace 0E  such that { }.,0 a
j

a
j rq

eeFE =  If 

we now build a subspace 
∗aR  such that { },a

j
a
j rqaa eeGNR u+==

∗∗
 then 

the representation Prep∈U  given by the following formulas satisfies the 

required condition: 

,000 WEU ⊕=  

( ) { },\ xcc
axx RWU ∩
∗

+=  

{ },\ ja
j

bqcbcccc eeGRLWUU +++++= +−  

( { })xa
axx RFWU ∩
∗

+=  for the remaining points .P∈x  (6) 

We are done.  

The representation reduced derived W of a representation Prep∈U  

denoted ↓= UW  (unique up to isomorphisms) is the maximal direct 
summand of U ′  without direct summands of the form ( ),aT  namely, 

( ).aTUU m⊕=′ ↓  

In [4], it is proved that ( ) WW −↓↑ ~  and ( ) UU −↑↓ ~  if U and W are 

reduced objects, where UW =↑  is the object obtained in Lemma 8. 
Therefore, Theorem 2, Proposition 7 and Lemma 8 prove the following main 
result concerning differentiation sVII  for equipped posets with a triple of 

points sVII -suitable and .∅=Y  
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Theorem 9. Let P  be an equipped poset with a triple of points ( )cba ,,  

sVII -suitable. Then the functor of differentiation 

( ) ( ),reprep: ,,,, cbacbaD PP ′→  

defined by formulae (5) induces an equivalence between the quotient 
categories 

,~ IRIR ′′→  

where ( )cba ,,rep,rep PRPR ′=′=  and 

( ) ( ) ( ) .,,, RR II ′=′= aTcaTaT  

In particular, the functor induces mutually inverse bijections between 
classes of indecomposables 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]aTcaTaT cba \Ind,,\Ind ,,PP ′  

realized by the operations ↑  and .↓  

Corollary 10. If ( )RΓ  and ( )R′Γ  are the Gabriel quivers of the 

categories R  and ,R′  then 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ].\~,,\ aTcaTaT RR ′Γ−Γ  

3. Differentiation sVII  with ∅≠Y  

In this section, we discuss categorical properties of the algorithm of 

differentiation ( )cbaD ,,  for a poset P  such that { Xaba ≺++=P  

}Yc ≺≺  with .∅≠Y  To do that, we consider the full subcategory 

PL rep⊂  whose objects L∈U  satisfy the condition ∩
Yy

ya UU
∈

−+ ⊂  

(clearly, objects ( )cbaU ,,repPL ′⊂′∈′  satisfy this condition). In this case, 

( ) ( ) ( ) .,,,, LL ∉∈ aTcaTYaT  Furthermore, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).,,,,, YaTYaTcaTaPaPaTaT =′=′=′=′  
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For a poset { },YcXaba ≺≺≺++=P  ,∅≠Y  Lemma 4 has 

the following interpretation: 

Lemma 11. Let U and V be the representations of an equipped poset P  
with a suitable triple of points sVII -suitable ( ).,, cba  Then if ,XaX +=′  

,YcXaY +++=′  then the following equivalences hold for an F-linear 
map :: 00 VU →ϕ  

(a) ( ) [( ) ],,, +−+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ acbVU VUUYaT  ( ) ,~~ +
′ ⊂ϕ aY VU  

furthermore ( ) ,~
acX VU ⊂ϕ +′  

(b) ( ) [( ) ],,, −+−
′+∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ caXbVU VVUUcaT ∩  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,~~,~~~,~~ −
′

−+−
′ ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ caXcaccY VVUVVUVU ∩∩  

(c) ( ) [( ) ],,, +−
′′′ +∈ϕ⇔∈ϕ aXbVU VUUYaT  

( ) ( ) .~,~~
\ aXacY VUVU ⊂ϕ⊂ϕ ′

+
′  

Fixing two objects L∈VU ,  with PL rep⊂  and defining LL ′,  as 

RR ′,  in the case ,∅=Y  we define ( ) ( ) VU caTYaTJ ,,,=  as the ideal 

consisting of morphisms passing through objects ( )caT ,  and ( )YaT ,  in .L  

We let ( ) VU YaTJ ′′=′ ,  denote the ideal consisting of morphisms passing 

through the indecomposable ( )YaT ,  in .L′  

Since ,ϕ′=ϕ  LL ′⊂  and for arbitrary objects ,, L∈VU  the following 

inclusions hold: 

., LLJLJJ ′⊂⊂′⊂′⊂  

Corollary 12. .JJL =′∩  

Proof. Suppose that .JL ′∈ϕ ∩  Then ( ) ,~
xx VU ⊂ϕ  for each ,P∈x  in 

particular, ( ) .~
cc VU ⊂ϕ  Lemma 11 allows to conclude [( ) ,−′+∈ϕ Xb UU  
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].+
aV  Therefore, [( ) ] [( ) ].,, −+−

′
+− +++∈ϕ caXbacb VVUUVUU ∩  Since 

ϕ  can be written as a sum of the form ,21 ϕ+ϕ=ϕ  where ,, 21 J∈ϕϕ  

Lemmas 3 and 11 allow us to conclude .J∈ϕ   

Arguments used in the proof of Proposition 7 prove the following result 

for an equipped poset P  which can be written in the form ++= baP  

{ } :, ∅≠YYcXa ≺≺≺  

Proposition 13. .LJL ′=′+  

Lemma 14. For each object ,L′∈W  there exists an object L∈U  such 

that ( )YaTWU m ,~ ⊕−′  for some .0≥m  

Proof. We describe space +c
W  as in Lemma 8, then the conclusion can 

be obtained by using the same arguments described in such lemma. Actually, 

space 0U  and subspace ,xU  for each point ,\ Yax +∈ P  have the form 

described in formulas (6). In this case, for each point ,Yax +∈  subspace 

xU  is presented in the form: 

( ( ) { }).xYa
axx RFWU ∩+
∗

+=  (7) 

   

Corollary 12, Proposition 13 and Lemma 14 prove the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 15. Let P  be an equipped poset with a triple of points 
( ),,, cba  sVII -suitable ( ).,, cba  Then the functor of differentiation 

( ) ( )cbacbaD ,,,, reprep: PP ′→  

defined by formulae (5) induces an equivalence between the quotient 
categories 

,~ JLJL ′′→  
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where 

( ) ( ) ( ) .,,,,, LL JJ ′=′= YaTYaTcaT   

Corollary 16. If ( )LΓ  and ( )L′Γ  are the Gabriel quivers of the 

categories L  and ,L′  then 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ].,\~,,,\ YaTYaTcaT LL ′Γ−Γ   
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